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For the lefl - Robert L. Eugene, Labor Rel . Specialist
Derry Jackson, Acting Ngr . . Cust. Svices .

For tht 1MW - lanesth D. Wilson, Administrative Aide
Joe !!oasis . Local President
Niht Eemrt. Pres ., SON Division

._

'These eases caste on for arbitration p .rsuant to the
pcofsis of the cntret collective bargaining agreement and
a jointly signed letter dated Nay 25. 1982 .

By agreement. the matter 'in issue was defined as ,
foilous *

'Did rnagernt violate Article 8 and Article
19 of the National Agreement when it changed
the grievants ' schedules on October 30, 1981,
and October 23. 1981, respectively, and, there-

fore, an the grt,ants entitled to out-of-
schedule pay for the period they worked free
October 30, 1981 and October 23, 1981, until
they were placed in preferred duty assignments,
either by bid or by assignment to residual va-
cancies?~
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These parties also agreed upon a stipulated set
of facts which they believed were pertinent to the proper
disposition of this disputes

"1 . The grievance is timely aid properly
before the Arbitrator .

"2. The grievants were converted from part-
tims flexible status to full-time regular
status on August 22 . 1981 . They were allow-
ed to work regular schedules as follows :

a . Anderson - 0900 hours to 1800 hours .

Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday. and
0800 hours to 1700 hours on Saturday. and off

on Thursday and Sunday .

b. 8endekovic - 0830 to t730 M,T,W,Fs

0630 - 1500 SAt off TB, 50

"3 . The grievants ' duty status at that time
was unassigned. as they had not achieved pre-
ferred duty assigm ents by bidding or by as-

s ignsnt to residual vacancies at that time .

"4 . In October of 1981. management changed
the schedules in the following manner :

a. Anderson - Oct 30 . 1981 to 2200-

0630, t-WE off.

b. nendekovic - October 23, 1981 to
2200 - 0630 . TO-WE off .

"5. The grievants were officially assigned
to the new schedules until they were placed
in new duty assignments , either by bid o= by
assignment to residual vacancies ."

stipulated at the opening of thislsoThe parties W
laerteg that there were two grievances p roperly before the Arbi-

~ia.
.
lo
¶be

first th work out ofuat a Colorado springs ~~tcOtfice .~~-
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Mentions of the Parties :

According to the Union , the case is a simple one . The
issue posed is whether Anderson and Bendekovic , who were convertt

from part-time flexibles to full-time regulars and assigned a set
of duty hours on August 22 , 1981 , and who had their schedules
changed without the benefit of a bid or a residual vacancy , entit :

to out-of-schedule overtime .

The Union contended that the failure to pay the out-of-
schedule overtime violated Article 8, section 4 .B of the current

Rational Agreement . Additionally, the Union argued that , pursuar
to Article 19 of the Agreement, Handbook EL-401 ' s tern and condi
tioss have become part of the National Agreement . According to

the Union, the provisions of that Handbook decree that employees
similarly situated to the grievants herein are eligible for and
should receive out-of-schedule overtime .

It was the Union ' s position that the Postal Service
could not distinguish between permanent changes made in the ached
ales of unassigned regulars asagainst changes made in the schedulF
of full-time regulars . Such distinction is not provided for in
the provision of Article 37, section 3 which deals with the post
lap and bidding for duty assignments in the Clerk Craft .

finally, the Union addressed the documentation submittec'
by the Employer in support of its position . The Union asserted
that certain arbitration awards cited by the Employer were issued
peter to the publication of EL-401, and the other documents do not
slate to the subject matter of unassigned regulars and also pre-
dets the provisions of IL-40l. ,

Management contended that the Union 's reliance upon
the provisions of E1-401 was misplaced. Management took the

;position that EL-401 was not a Handbook issued pursuant to
Arti*ta 1, and the Postal Service had taken the position that,
to the directives contained in that Handbook were published for
nlpertietoa. no changes relating to wages , hours or working eon-
atlsas of bergainning employees were made by its tern . The Unior

filed as grievance , und~s Article 19, because this Handbook was
-s

T e Postal Service argued that, in any event, it had
efsd the dictates of that Handbook . This Guide did not pro-
vii Set regular work schedules could not be changed on a tea-

pasty se permanent basis to net the operational needs of the
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service . Since the Guide does not provide that permanent chan
in schedule require the payment of out-of-schedule compensation,
the changes made in the schedules of the Grievants, with whom the
case is concerned,would not require that this additional cospenr
tion be paid. These Grievants were reassigned permanent changes
is their hours of work . The Service - contended that management
rights , as set out in Article 3 of the National Agreement, as
well as other provisions of the Time and Attendance Manual and
the Esployee and Labor Relations Manual made it clear that
Management had not bargained away its right to make the changes
is schedules with which we are here concerned nor had it issued
any directive or publication which would bar it from assigning
nnsasigned regulars to permanent schedule changes due to opera-
tional needs .

Management also addressed some of the documentation
which the Union submitted in support of its case. It was the
position of the Postal Service that Notice No . 114 , resulting
Era the issuance of the Groettum decision, dealt with temporary
schedule changes and the instant case, as the LISPS alleged, was
concerned with a permanent schedule change .

As to the provisions of Article 37, the Postal service

took the position that there are two types of full time regular

s torees , assigned and unassigned. For the latter classificatic

the Postal Service argued that no language precludes the Service
Era asking a permanent change in the fixed schedule of such em-
ployees . The fact that Section 3-1-10 of that Article provides

for bow changes in schedule could be made by bid or residual asst
meat for sUeh unassigned regulars does not mean there could not

be other means for making such charges . Changes in scbedulgs for
hrhaeeignd regulars were not always made, by practice , to a near

aesigist .

The Postal Service also adduced testimony for the
lame of establishing that there were he:ai fide operational
teases for making these schedule changes at the Colorado Springs
,Mt office .

Or TIC ASPIT*7tTOR s

As stated earlier , this case is concerned with the
q atiaa of whether the Rational Agreement provides that thee .
S gstenats, who were converted frca part-time flexible post-
tin to fall-tin regular positive and then assigned a set
schedule of hours of work , could have that schedule changed,



without the benefit of their bidding for such a change in assigr
meat or required to fill a residual vacancy, and not be conside
ed entitled to out-of-schedule overtime .

Article 8, Section 4-8 of the Nat : :1 Agreement
reads as follows :

•H. Overtime shall be paid to employees for
work performed only after eight (8) hours on
duty in any one service day or forty (40) hours
in any one service week . Nothing in this Sec-
tion shall be construed by the parties or any
reviewing authority to deny the payment of over-
time to enlovees for time worked outside of
their regularly scheduled work week at the re-
quest of the 8mployer.`(underlining supplied
by the writer)

The dispute arose when these two unassigned regular
employees at the Colrado Springs Lost Office, who were converted
to this regular status in the Clerk Craft on August 22, 1981,
and are at that time assigned regular duty hours and days off. -
ass subsequently reassigned to changed hours of work, on a
different shift and with other days off.

The Union protested that thse employees were due pay-
mitt foe time worked outside their regularly scheduled work week .

admit that change in assignmsnt may have been made to meet opera-

Usual needs of the Service . In effect , the IMPS argued that thi{
as a permanent change , and as such these employees were not en-
titled to tees in such overtime pay.

The isplimentation of scheduling practices and the
pen of peemium pay is guided by the provisions of Handbook
lfr401. whiS as issued in March of 1981 . As stated in the
peefStoey os.meat on its first page , this Guide is provided as
a srMgeneat tool to enable sspervisors not only to comply with
lbs asgair ewls of the PISA but also ` . . .postal policy are es--'
tSUSd oestraetual agreements . ` Although this Publication
dMs state Sat it does net address every question of policy
plating to time and attendance , it goes on to state the major
tsp4S of ooeoern to each line sup. rvisor and manager are ad-

-.

• This aaadbook doss provide guidance as to haw Maaage-
S shall comply with established postal policy and established
osetlsst*sl prs.msnts• regarding out-of-schedule assiga.ents of



"unassigned Regular Full-Time Employees Out-Of-Schedule ."
Specifically, under the heading of III Premium Situations,
this Handbook states as follows :

'g, unnassigned Regular Pull-Time Employees Out-Of-

Schedule. All unassigned regular full-time employees
must be assigned regular work schedules .
assigned to a posted position, employees assume as
their regular work schedin which worked in their
first week,of the pay period
unassigned regular occurred . When a part-time flex-
ible (PTf) employee is converted to full-time regular .
and is not assigned to a full time bid position, the
employee becomes an unassigned regular . (See Article

vii. Section 3 of the National Agreement .)

"these employees are assigned regular work sched-

Bin and are eligible for out-of-scheduled at theeTemporary rescheduling must be comps ap-
propriate premium rate (s) .

'A management-directed permanent assignment of an
unassigned regular to a specific posted position which
went unbid in accordance with pov is ions-of-s eeNale~
al Agreement. requires no paymer
onrtime .'

This clear language in Handbook EL-401, with its re-

terencs to 'full time bid positions' and 'posted provisions"
and uebid vacancies permitting management directed assignments .

refers the reader to the pertinent provisions of Article 37 .

~rAie deals
with posting and bidding of vacancies for the Clerk

Craft amoeg other subjects of concern to that Craft . After

dealing with thej `o filling of do so, vciani3s!- O .tof thstIng
and bidding requirements Article ptovides s

'10. An unassigned full-time regular em-
ployee should bid on duty ass igsrssents posted
for bids by employees in the craft . If the
employee does not bid, or is the unsuccess-
ful bidder, such employee sh be assigned
in any s du assignment . The employee's

preference will be considered if there is

more than one assignment availablandnshall
be honored except where as employee
assigned to any available duty assigmeat for
Asia be/she is currently qualified (including
scheme requirements) .'

0073 OO9 Oe4 ~
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me postal Service sought to establish that no
Article 19 of the National Agreement obligation was raised
by its publication of Handbook EL 401 . It claimed that
nothing is the Handbook did not comply with the tern of
that National Agreement . It also claimed that this Hand-
book did not stop the waking of changes in regular work
sebrdales on a temporary or regular basis due to operational
n-fl.

That is quite true , the Postal Service is not pro-
hibited from making such changes in assigned hours of work .

The question with which we are here concerned is whether when
such changes are made does the Service undertake a premium pay
obligation.

necognising this, the service argued that this Guide
required payment when a temporary change was made but not when
the Service chose to make a permanent change in shifts , hours,

or days off for unassigned Regulars . That contention flies
pgsarsly in the face of the posting, bidding and filling of
vacassy provisin of Article 37 of the National Agreement .

The so-called 'permanent" ,acancies which Anderson and Sende-
baeriae wsre called upon to fill could only be filled, in cos-
pliaaoe with Article 37, if they bid for such permanent va-
urates , with different hours of work, which had been posted
for their craft , or they were required to accept a residual
asetgesrnt because they failed to bid or were unsuccessful bid-
den.

That is not what happened in this case. both Anderson
and aenekovic were assigned to new hours of work because S
soviet bidders for certain vacancies were not qualified on he
aSs. and the office was approaching the holiday
Artiels 37 .3-f-3 requires , "When the duty assignment requires
sosa kapriedgs, . . .If the senior bidder is not qualified os
aassetal aehema requirements when posting period is closed .

filling of the preferred assignment shall be deferred
Sit such suployse is qualified on the essential scheme require-
aS, but set in excess of 90 days ."

pecans of this contractual obligation , Management
sttespted to distinguish between being placed in a paniculas dun
aaatg..e* and being placed in a schedule of hours and days off

.
~r is a distiactios that does not appear to find support in the
tilting of vscey provisions of the National Agreement. The
dssaiptiss of what motivated management tor reassign aa~rson
wSshs~erie other boors than those they week



they became unassigned regulars established that this was caused
by the existence and filling of permanent vacancies which the
senior bidders were not as yet qualified to fill . Anderson and
Bendekovic had their tours and days off changed to meet manpower
needs of the ∎osent . The testimony of the Acting Manager of
Customer Services at Co]o ado Springs pointed out the existence
of a wanpo .er shortage at the time these two grievants had their
assignsents changed. The other requirement: to assign ___
regular work schedules ' when they became unassigned regulars ap-
pears to have been overlooked .

Again, despite the contention that Anderson and Eendekc
were given pessianef rather than temporary assignments when their
hours and days off were changed from those of their initial assic
seat in their first week in the new payroll status , the testimony
of this sass witness revealed that, as of the date of the arbitrat`
hearing, one of them did bid a preferred bid assignment and was it
a deferment period and the other was also in a deferment per~od a`
having been assigned a particular residual vacancy . From these
subssgrent assignments, it does not appear that either of these
grievants could have been regarded as filling a permanent vacancy
when they were assigned to Tour One .

For all the reasons set forth above , the Undersigned
must find that these two grievants were temporarily assigned to
out-of-schedule hours on October 23, 1981 and October 30, 1981
respectively, and that the LISPS is obligated, under Article 8,
section 4-8 of the National Agreement to pay them overtime for
working outside their regularly scheduled work week at the re-
quest of the Employer. That obligation of the LISPS shall cease
or shall have ceased when proper schedulee changes were made as
regdred by the cited provisions of .the National Agreement aA
the guidance contained in Handbook EL 401, or these employees are
returned to their former schedules .

AWARD

The grievances filed by the APWU on behalf
of these grievants are sustained . The terms
of the appropriate remedy are set forth in the
paragraph .of the opinion immediately above .

Url t&-- saa~a*e
HOWARD G. Gfl ER , NATIONAL AREIS

Washington, DC
September 10, 1982
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